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E.  REVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS FOR MILITARY JUSTICE 

 

The Panel was tasked to review the judge advocate requirements of the Department of the 

Navy (DON) for the military justice mission, including: (1) assignment policies, (2) training and 

education, (3) increasing complexity of court-martial litigation, and (4) the performance of the 

U.S. Navy and Marine Corps in providing legally sufficient post-trial processing of cases in 

general courts-martial (GCM) and special courts-martial (SPCM).
1
   

 

In addition to the testimony and materials provided by the Judge Advocate General of the 

Navy (JAG), VADM James W. Houck, and the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of the 

Marine Corps (SJA to CMC), Major General Vaughn A. Ary, to assist in its review of military 

justice requirements, the Panel received testimony from: Captain Daniel E. O‟Toole, JAGC, 

USN, Chief Judge, Department of the Navy; Colonel Peter B. Collins, USMC, Assistant Judge 

Advocate General of the Navy (Military Justice); and Captain Michael J. Boock, JAGC, USN, 

Commanding Officer of the Naval Justice School. 

 

Military justice is a primary statutory mission of Navy and Marine Corps judge 

advocates.
2
  To accomplish this mission, judge advocates provide legal support as command 

advisors – particularly Staff Judge Advocates (SJAs) – and as legal service providers – 

particularly trial, defense and appellate counsel, recorders, Article 32 investigating officers, 

review officers, and as members of the trial and appellate judiciary.  The diagram below 

                                                           
1
 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-84, § 506(b)(2)(C), 123 Stat. 2190 

(2009). 
2
 10 U.S.C. §§ 801-946 (2010). 
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graphically portrays the role of judge advocates throughout the military justice process, from 

report of the offense to final appeal.
3
 

 

 

 

Generally, the number, training, and assignment of judge advocates to fulfill these roles 

within the military justice mission are driven by the dual demands of good order and discipline 

and individual due process rights.  These demands manifest themselves in both the number and 

complexity of disciplinary and administrative actions, including: non-judicial punishment; 

enlisted administrative separations; officer boards of inquiry; Article 32 investigations; and 

summary, special and general courts-martial.   

   

The Panel will first address the demand drivers of caseload and case complexity; we will 

then turn to the organization, education, training, and assignment of judge advocates for the 

provision of military justice services generally in the DON, U.S. Navy, and Marine Corps.  

Finally, the Panel will address the post-trial processing of general and special courts-martial.   

 

 

                                                           
3
 CO = Commanding Officer, SJA = Staff Judge Advocate, TC = Trial Counsel, DC = Defense Counsel, IO = 

Investigating Officer, CR = Court Reporter (not a judge advocate), MJ = Military Judge, RO = Review Officer 
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A. Caseload Statistics and Trends 

Over the past 10 years, as depicted in the graph and table below, there has been a 

significant decline in the total number of GCM and SPCM cases within the DON, from 2,809 

cases tried in Fiscal Year (FY) 2000 to 1,036 in FY 2010.
4
  The majority of the decline in the 

DON courts-martial caseload is attributable to a reduction in the number of SPCMs.  By 

comparison, the DON‟s GCM caseload has declined more slowly since FY 2000, and the total 

appears to have stabilized beginning in FY 2006. 
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4
 United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces, Annual Reports of the Code Committee on Military Justice, 

(FY 00 – FY 09) [hereinafter CAAF Annual Reports], available at http://www.armfor.uscourts.gov/Annual.htm 

(follow “2000”, “2001”, “2002”, “2003”, 2004”, “2005”, “2006”, 2007”, “2008”, or “2009” hyperlinks) (compiling 

data for FY 00 through FY 09); Letter from CAPT Daniel E. O‟Toole, Chief Judge, Dep‟t of the Navy, to Daniel J. 

Dell‟Orto, Chairman, Independent Review Panel to Study the Judge Advocate of the Dep‟t of the Navy, Ser 05/0022 

(Oct. 14, 2010) (on file with 506 Panel Staff).   

 

http://www.armfor.uscourts.gov/Annual.htm
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FISCAL 

YEAR/ 

SERVICE 

TOTAL 

CASES 

TRIED 

GCM SPCM 

No. % DON No. % DON 

FY 00 DON 2809 428 15% 2381 85% 

USN 1007 252 59% 755 32% 

USMC 1802 176 41% 1626 68% 

FY 01 DON 2745 481 18% 2264 82% 

USN 1005 254 53% 751 33% 

USMC 1740 227 47% 1513 67% 

FY 02 DON 2687 499 19% 2188 81% 

USN 1045 276 55% 769 35% 

USMC 1642 223 45% 1419 65% 

FY 03 DON 2169 315 15% 1854 85% 

USN 1206 170 54% 1036 56% 

USMC 963 145 46% 818 44% 

FY 04 DON 2185 313 14% 1872 86% 

USN 774 163 52% 611 33% 

USMC 1411 150 48% 1261 67% 

FY 05 DON 1969 359 18% 1610 82% 

USN 645 172 48% 473 29% 

USMC 1324 187 52% 1137 71% 

FY 06 DON 1577 278 18% 1299 82% 

USN 493 158 57% 335 26% 

USMC 1084 120 43% 964 74% 

FY 07 DON 1346 297 22% 1049 78% 

USN 397 148 50% 249 24% 

USMC 949 149 50% 800 76% 

FY 08 DON 1253 269 21% 984 79% 

USN 398 106 39% 292 30% 

USMC 855 163 61% 692 70% 

FY 09 DON 1112 234 21% 878 79% 

USN 297 94 40% 203 23% 

USMC 815 140 60% 675 77% 

FY 10 DON 1036 286 28% 750 72% 

USN 235 108 38% 127 17% 

USMC 801 178 62% 623 83% 
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Several points about the caseload within each Service merit note.  First, the Marine Corps 

has historically prosecuted more SPCMs than the Navy, generally at about twice the rate.  

Second, as the number of SPCMs in the Marine Corps has declined over the last decade, the 

disciplinary actions disposed of at summary court-martial (SCM) and by nonjudicial punishment 

(NJP) under Article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), have increased over that 

same period.  In fact, though SPCMs had declined from 1,626 in FY 00 to 692 in FY 08, the total 

of Marine Corps misconduct cases disposed of at NJP, SCMs, and SPCMs remained virtually the 

same in FY 00 (12,242) as in FY 08 (12,490).
5
  This zero-sum correlation suggests that within 

the Marine Corps, rates of reported misconduct have stayed relatively the same, however the 

rates at which they are disposed of at particular forums has changed, possibly reflecting a change 

in disposition philosophy.  Third, within the U.S. Navy, while there are indications that NJP, 

SCMs, and administrative separation boards may have recently begun to increase, this trend is 

not as pronounced as in the Marine Corps; indeed, over the last decade, the U.S. Navy trend 

reflects an overall decline.
6
   

 

Other than a direct numerical correlation in the Marine Corps between declining SPCMs 

and the increasing use of alternative non-judicial dispositions, there is little direct empirical 

evidence that explains the caseload trends, or its changing composition.  However, in the view of 

several senior military commanders and experienced military justice practitioners that testified 

before the Panel, there are a number of factors that appear to be driving these trends.  These 

factors include:  

                                                           
5
 Presentation, Col Peter B. Collins, Assistant Judge Advocate General of the Navy (Military Justice), Navy-Marine 

Corps Appellate Review Activity, Brief to the Independent Review Panel to Study the Judge Advocate Requirements 

of the Dep’t of the Navy, 23-25 (Oct. 6, 2010) [hereinafter Col Collins Presentation]. 
6
 Id. at 22-25.  
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 An increase in the jurisdictional maximum punishment at special courts-martial from 

six months to one year.
7
  

 Higher quality of recruits in both Services.
8
 

 Cultural shift among U.S. Navy line commanders serving as convening authorities, 

wherein they began opting to use administrative processes to dispose of misconduct, 

forcing problem Sailors out of the Navy.
12

   

 For some time, the Marine Corps legal services community has been educating 

commanders about the lengthy post-trial review process required in special courts-

martial cases in which a bad conduct discharge is awarded, and its associated impact 

on unit manning.
13

 

 Additionally, the high operational tempo since 2002 has placed heavy demands on 

time and resources, reinforcing the shift to lower forum resolutions, which typically 

require less time and fewer resources to adjudicate.   

 

                                                           
7
 Exec. Order No. 13262, 67 Fed. Reg. 74 (Apr. 11, 2002)(amending Rule for Courts-Martial (R.C.M.) 

201(f)(2)(B)).  This amendment might account for the 2003 drop in the number of GCMs, as some cases that might 

otherwise have been disposed of by a GCM were instead disposed of at SPCM with the newly enhanced 

confinement authority.  See Neil Carey et al., Center for Naval Analyses, An Analysis of Navy JAG Corps Future 

Manpower Requirements, Part 1:  RLSOs and NLSOs, 50 (Feb 2008) [hereinafter CNA Manpower Study]. 

8
 Navy Vice Admiral [hereinafter VADM] James W. Houck, Judge Advocate General of the Navy, Transcript of 

September 1, 2010 Hearing, at 83; Major General [hereinafter Maj Gen] Vaughn A. Ary, Staff Judge Advocate to 

the Commandant of the Marine Corps, Transcript of September 1, 2010 Hearing, at 361-62. 
12

 CNA Manpower Study, supra note X, at 53. 

 
13

 In accordance with Article 66, UCMJ, cases in which a bad-conduct discharge is adjudged are sent for review to 

the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals (NMCCA), 10 U.S.C. § 866, where the appellate review process 

takes months.  In accordance with Article 71(c), UCMJ, only after final appellate review may a punitive discharge 

be ordered executed.  Meanwhile, these Marines remain in an appellate leave status, creating a “lost-battalion” of 

Marines, performing little service to the Corps, but costing the Marine Corps needed manpower and litigation 

resources.  Col Ralph F. Miller, The Lost Battalion, Courts-martial for Minor Offenses is a Strain on Precious 

Resources, Marine Corps Gazette, Jan. 2007 at 53 (article urged commanders to consider disposing of minor 

misconduct cases at these lesser forums (NJS, SCM, Administrative Separation) and trumpeted the cost and time 

savings to be gained from so doing). 
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Despite the downward trend in the total number of courts-martial in the DON, military 

justice remains an essential mission for DON judge advocates.  As already noted, the number of 

disciplinary cases initiated in the DON has remained relatively consistent over the course of the 

last decade.
14

  Even though many of these “cases” are ultimately disposed of at alternative 

forums rather than by court-martial, they still require the services of judge advocates.  As the 

SJA to CMC stated in the U.S. Marine Corps Military Justice Report for FY 2010: 

Although overall courts-martial numbers and, particularly special courts-martial 

numbers declined, there appears to be no corresponding reduction in the demand 

for military justice resources and expertise.
15

 

 

Military defense counsel provide advice to Sailors and Marines notified of processing for 

administrative separation and to Sailors and Marines notified of a commander‟s intent to impose 

nonjudicial punishment.
16

  Military defense counsel are also assigned to represent respondents at 

Administrative Separation Boards and Boards of Inquiry (officer administrative separation 

boards), while trial counsel (prosecutors) are responsible for a significant amount of 

administrative work associated with these alternative forums, including serving as recorders 

(government representative).   

 

 

                                                           
14

 Even in the U.S. Navy, which has experienced a larger decline in courts-martial, the total number of misconduct 

cases, disposed of at all forums, exceeded 12,000 in FY 09.  See presentation, VADM James W. Houck, Judge 

Advocate General of the Navy, Presentation to Panel Created under Section 506 of the Fiscal Year 2010 National 

Defense Authorization Act, 33 (Sep. 1, 2010) [hereinafter VADM Houck Presentation].  
15

 U.S. Marine Corps Military Justice Report for FY 2010, 17 December 2010, at 3. 

16
 In accordance with JAGINST 5800.7E, § 0109a(1), there is no right for an accused to consult with counsel prior 

to nonjudicial punishment ; however, Commanding Officers are encouraged to permit an accused to so consult 

subject to the immediate availability of counsel, the delay involved, and operational commitments or military 

exigencies.  Failure to provide the opportunity for an accused to consult with counsel prior to nonjudicial 

punishment does not preclude the imposition of nonjudicial punishment; it merely precludes the admissibility of the 

record of nonjudicial punishment in aggravation at a later court-martial, unless the accused was attached to or 

embarked in a vessel at the time of the imposition of nonjudicial punishment. 
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B. Case Complexity 

Although the overall trend for courts-martial has been shifting from higher forums 

(GCMs and SPCMs) to lower forums (SCM, NJP, and administrative separation boards), the 

number of cases referred for trial by GCM has declined less than the number of SPCM cases, and 

the complexity of those cases that are proceeding to trial has increased.  There is no formal, 

legal, or doctrinal definition of “case complexity.”  For purposes of this review the Panel 

considered that a wide range of factors, either standing alone or in combination, could make a 

case sufficiently complex to merit special consideration.  Indicators of case complexity include:
18

  

 number and gravity of the charges and specifications alleged;  

 number and location of witnesses; 

 necessity for expert witnesses and consultants;  

 requirement for scientific evidence, such as computer or other forensic analysis; 

 challenging chain-of-custody evidentiary issues in cases involving multiple 

agencies and jurisdictions; and 

 whether media interest is anticipated. 

Both the JAG and the SJA to CMC noted the increased complexities presented by child 

pornography cases (which require detailed understanding of computer forensics) and sexual 

assault cases (which require a thorough understanding of the complex statutory construction of 

Article 120, UCMJ).  Additionally, concurrent with the DON‟s increased operational tempo over 

the past decade, there have been a number of high-profile cases involving national security 

                                                           
18

 See Marine Corps Legal Services Strategic Action Plan 2010-2015 at 19; SJA to CMC Submission to Panel, 31 

August 2010, at 27; and U.S. Marine Corps Military Justice Report for FY 2010, 17 December 2010, at 20. 
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(espionage and disclosure or mishandling of classified information) and allegations of law of war 

violations.
19

   

In view of the need to effectively and efficiently prosecute and defend these complex 

cases, both Services must have sufficiently trained and experienced litigators, supervisory 

attorneys, and judges.  Maintaining this cadre of experienced personnel is increasingly difficult 

in an environment in which there are fewer, less complex SPCMs involving relatively minor 

misconduct, and fewer cases overall, on which judge advocates may gain experience and 

maintain their perishable litigation skills.
20

  This issue is particularly challenging for the U.S. 

Navy, which tries about one-third of the caseload of the Marine Corps, but nearly half of the 

GCMs.  

 

Having reviewed the military justice system and the inputs which drive requirements – 

caseload and case complexity – we now turn to a review of how the Department and its two 

service components organize, educate, train, and assign their judge advocates to fulfill these 

requirements. 

 

C. Military Justice Organization 

1. Department of the Navy 

The Department-level military justice organization consists primarily of the Navy and 

Marine Corps Trial Judiciary (trial level courts); the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal 

Appeals (court of first appeal); the Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity, which 

                                                           
19

 Need CITE 
20

 See VADM Houck, supra note X, at 89-94. 
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includes the appellate government and defense divisions; and the leadership offices of the 

Assistant JAG (Military Justice) and the Assistant JAG (Chief Judge). 

The Navy-Marine Corps Trial Judiciary (NMCTJ) is a unified judiciary that provides 

military trial judges to preside over all special and general courts-martial convened in the 

DON.
21

  The NMCTJ is composed of the Office of the Chief Judge of the NMCTJ and six 

Judicial Circuits.  The NMCTJ is currently composed of nine Navy and 13 Marine Corps trial 

judges.
22

 

The Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals (NMCCA) conducts appellate 

review, unless waived by the appellant, of all courts-martial of members of the naval service 

referred to the court pursuant to Articles 62, 66, 69, and 73, Uniform Code of Military Justice 

(UCMJ) and, when necessary in furtherance of its jurisdiction, reviews all petitions for 

extraordinary relief properly filed before it.
23

  The NMCCA is currently composed of six Navy 

and three Marine Corps appellate judges.
24

      

 The Chief Judge, Department of the Navy, is a new AJAG position (established by the 

Secretary of the Navy on December 18, 2007) with primary administrative and supervisory 

responsibility over both the trial and appellate judiciaries.  The Chief Judge is the reporting 

senior for the Chief Judge of the NMCTJ and all of the judges of the NMCCA.
25

  

                                                           
21

 U.S. Dep‟t of Navy, Sec‟y of the Navy Instr. 5400.40A, Mission, Organization, Functions, and Support of Navy-

Marine Corps Trial Judiciary, ¶ 3., at 1 (Dec. 16, 2005), available at 

http://doni.daps.dla.mil/Directives/05000%20General%20Management%20Security%20and%20Safety%20Services

/05-400%20Organization%20and%20Functional%20Support%20Services/5400.40A.pdf. 
22

 VADM Houck Presentation, supra note X, at 24. 
23

 10 U.S.C. §§ 862, 866, 869, 873. 
24

 VADM Houck Presentation, supra note X, at 24. 
25

 U.S. Dep‟t of Navy, JAG Notice 5450, Mission and Function of Assistant Judge Advocate General, Chief Judge 

of Dep’t of the Navy (May 24, 2010) [hereinafter JAGNOTE 5450], available at 

http://www.jag.navy.mil/library/notices/5450.pdf JAGNOTE 5450. 

http://doni.daps.dla.mil/Directives/05000%20General%20Management%20Security%20and%20Safety%20Services/05-400%20Organization%20and%20Functional%20Support%20Services/5400.40A.pdf
http://doni.daps.dla.mil/Directives/05000%20General%20Management%20Security%20and%20Safety%20Services/05-400%20Organization%20and%20Functional%20Support%20Services/5400.40A.pdf
http://www.jag.navy.mil/library/notices/5450.pdf%20JAGNOTE%205450
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The Navy-Marine Corps Appellate Review Activity (NAMARA) is comprised of an 

Administrative Support Division, Appellate Government Division, and Appellate Defense 

Division.
27

  The Appellate Government and Appellate Defense divisions within NAMARA are 

staffed by 12 Navy JAG Corps officers and 11 Marine Corps judge advocates.
28

  Both divisions 

are led by O-6 division directors with extensive litigation experience.  To maintain continuity 

and level of expertise, each division also has a civilian deputy director. 

The Assistant JAG (Military Justice) has primary supervisory responsibility for the 

execution of the JAG‟s statutory departmental duties in military justice and related matters other 

than the judiciary.  The AJAG (Military Justice) serves as the Officer-in-Charge, NAMARA; as 

such, he is responsible for the administrative review of records of trial, monitoring of post-trial 

appellate proceedings, supervising final action upon completion of appellate review, and 

ultimately archiving all records of trial received.   

 

2. U.S. Navy 

The NLSC field organization is comprised of Region Legal Service Offices (RLSOs) and 

Naval Legal Service Offices (NLSOs) and their subordinate activities.  There are eight NLSOs, 

which are organized to provide an array of legal services, including court-martial defense 

services and legal assistance.
36

  NLSO defense counsel provide representation of Sailors and 

Marines at GCMs and SPCMs, as well as other advice and representation.
37

  The nine RLSOs 

                                                           
27

 U.S. Dep‟t of Navy, JAG Instr. 5400.1A, Office of the Judge Advocate General (OJAG) Organization Manual (6 

Jul. 1992).  
28

 Col Collins Presentation, supra note X, at 27. (Does this line up with JAG‟s RFI responses?) 
36

 See id. ¶ 0300, at 3-1.  NLSOs also provide personnel claims services; other claims and civil litigation; and 

command administration.  Id. 
37

 Id. ¶ 1100, at 11-1.  NLSO services also include Article 32 hearings, pretrial confinement proceedings, boards of 

inquiry, administrative boards, and proceedings in which service member have been designated a party pursuant to 
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provide a range of legal services to Navy commands, including trial counsel services to 

convening authorities in the prosecution of courts-martial and command services to U.S. Navy 

commands lacking dedicated staff judge advocates.
38

  As of September 1, 2010, there were 54 

Navy JAG Corps officers serving as trial counsel in RLSOs and 82 serving as defense counsel in 

NLSOs.
39

 

The Deputy JAG of the Navy serves as the Commander, Naval Legal Service Command 

(NLSC).  Commander, NLSC is authorized to organize, assign, and reassign responsibilities 

within the NLSC, including the establishment and disestablishment of its branch offices as 

necessary.
40

  Commander, NLSC is responsible for the administration of legal services, 

providing direction for all NLSC activities and resources assigned, and performing such other 

tasks and functions as directed by Chief of Naval Operations.
41

 

The alignment of NLSC is undergoing transformation for a variety of reasons, including 

the desire to improve oversight and accountability of RLSOs and NLSOs, improve the timeliness 

and quality of technical support provided to trial and defense counsel in the field, and enhancing 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
the JAGMAN.  Id.  Additionally, defense counsel provide required counseling of rights prior to non-judicial 

punishment and summary court-martial.  SeeId. 
38

 See id. ¶ 0301, at 3-1.  RLSO services also include command services/administrative law; court reporting; 

international law (overseas RLSOs); ethics counseling; foreign criminal jurisdiction (overseas RLSOs); legal 

assistance and/or claims services when necessary to meet the needs of the Navy; and command administration.  Id.  

The mission of the RLSO trial department is to provide qualified trial counsel for the prompt, efficient, and 

professional prosecution of SPCMs and GCMs; government counsel for the conduct of Article 32 pretrial 

investigations; and counsel (recorders) for administrative boards. Id. ¶ 1400, at 14-1. 
39

 VADM Houck Presentation, supra note X, at 24.  These officers, although identified as trial counsel or defense 

counsel, also provide command services and legal assistance, respectively. 
40

 U.S. Dep‟t of Navy, Chief of Naval Operations Instr. 5450.189B, Mission and Functions of the Naval Legal 

Service Command, ¶ 5., at 2 (Jan. 19, 2007), available at 

http://doni.daps.dla.mil/Directives/05000%20General%20Management%20Security%20and%20Safety%20Services

/05-400%20Organization%20and%20Functional%20Support%20Services/5450.189B.pdf. 
41

 U.S. Dep‟t of Navy, Commander, Naval Legal Service Command Instr. 5800.1F, Naval Legal Service Command 

(NLSC) Manual, ¶ 0101, at 1-1 (Oct. 6, 2010) [hereinafter COMNAVLEGSVCCOM 5800.1F], available at 

http://www.jag.navy.mil/library/instructions/5800_1F.pdf. 

http://doni.daps.dla.mil/Directives/05000%20General%20Management%20Security%20and%20Safety%20Services/05-400%20Organization%20and%20Functional%20Support%20Services/5450.189B.pdf
http://doni.daps.dla.mil/Directives/05000%20General%20Management%20Security%20and%20Safety%20Services/05-400%20Organization%20and%20Functional%20Support%20Services/5450.189B.pdf
http://www.jag.navy.mil/library/instructions/5800_1F.pdf
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the independence of the defense function.
42

  In addition, the JAG is considering transitioning to 

an independent trial defense command with a potential target date of October 2012.
43

  These 

initiatives are discussed further below. 

On July 1, 2010 the Commander, NLSC, stood up a Defense Counsel Assistance Program 

(DCAP).  The mission of the DCAP is to support NLSOs by providing advice and assistance to 

trial defense counsel in the field when requested throughout every phase of court-martial 

litigation.
44

  DCAP provides a full spectrum of privileged and confidential trial advice, 

resourcing and expert witness assistance, training, and other defense bar services for counsel in 

the field.
45

  Serving as the military justice subject matter expert on defense related matters for 

Commander, NLSC, “DCAP counsel may be consulted to provide support to trial defense 

counsel in all aspects of case preparation, including, but not limited to, motion drafting, expert 

witness preparation, devising trial strategy, assisting with post-trial matters, and providing advice 

concerning professional responsibility issues.”
46

 

On October 1, 2010 the Commander, NLSC, established a Trial Counsel Assistance 

Program (TCAP) to support RLSOs by providing advice and assistance to trial counsel 

throughout every phase of court-martial litigation.  The mission of the TCAP is to support 

RLSOs by providing advice and assistance to trial counsel, upon request, throughout every phase 

of court-martial litigation.
54

  Serving as the military justice subject matter expert on government-

                                                           
42

 See VADM Houck testimony, pp. 79-94. 

43
 Id. at 99-100. 

44
 Id. ¶ 1200, at 12-1. 

45
 See id. ¶¶ 1200-1204, at 12-1 to -2.  

46
 Id. ¶ 1200, at 12-1. 

54
 Id. ¶ 1500, at 15-1. 
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related matters for the Commander, NLSC, TCAP counsel “may be consulted to provide support 

to trial counsel in all aspects of case preparation, including, but not limited to, drafting charges 

and specifications, drafting motions, preparing expert witnesses, devising trial strategy, and 

assisting with post-trial matters.”
55

 

Also effective October 1, 2010, the neutral position of Vice Commander, NLSC, was 

disestablished and replaced with separate Deputy Commanders for RLSOs and NLSOs.  Each 

Deputy Commander will have served previously in command of a RLSO or NLSO, and each 

reports directly to Commander, NLSC.
60

   

The JAG explained that this new alignment provides a greater degree of oversight over 

RLSOs and NLSOs as well as enhances the independence of the defense function.
61

  In 

combination with the establishment of separate assistance programs for trial counsel and defense 

counsel, the JAG anticipates improvements in the quality and timeliness of the delivery of trial 

and defense services in the field, and improved accountability within the RLSO and NLSO 

chains-of-command.
62

 

The JAG is also continuing efforts to implement a Military Justice Litigation Career 

Track (MJLCT) within the U.S. Navy JAG Corps.  The purpose of the MJLCT is to ensure that, 

in the face of a declining caseload, in the U.S. Navy, experienced litigators try courts-martial and 

serve in mentoring positions within the military justice community and on the bench.
63

  The JAG 

                                                           
55

 Id.  
60

 Houck testimony pp 99-106, and Houck brief, slide 37. 

61
 Id. 

62
 Id. 

63
 Houck testimony, pp. 93-4. The JAG Corps has also taken steps to better tap into the trial advocacy expertise 

resident within the Reserve community to support NLSC. Houck testimony at 95. 
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explained that the concept of a MJLCT had been under consideration in the Navy JAG corps for 

many years.  The initial concept had been focused on protecting the promotion opportunities for 

litigation experts while continuing to allow them to practice their specialty.
64

  More recently, the 

scope and underlying rationale for a MJLCT have been modified due to the declining caseload.
65

 

The military justice challenge facing the U.S. Navy JAG Corps today is that the total 

number of courts-martial has declined substantially, including, in particular, less serious cases 

which used to make up the bulk of special courts-martial.  Those less serious cases were the 

cases upon which newly reporting junior officers “used to cut their teeth.”
66

  Because both the 

total number of courts-martial in the U.S. Navy has fallen significantly and the number of less 

serious cases tried at court-martial has fallen precipitously, there has been a dilution in trial 

advocacy opportunities, particularly at the junior officer level, and a reduction in litigation 

experience across the Navy JAG Corps community.
67

  And yet, the Navy JAG Corps must retain 

the capability to administer and try complex cases, such as capital cases, national security cases, 

and war crimes cases, in a timely and professional manner, under a military justice system in 

which judge advocates have responsibilities at every level of process, from initial investigation to 

final appeal. 

This, in turn, caused the JAG to re-evaluate the MJLCT and conclude that, while it is still 

a key component in ensuring the professional and timely execution of the military justice 

                                                           
64

 Houck testimony at 93 (The point--this has been discussed in the Navy JAG Corps for at least 25 years, and the 

notion that…wouldn‟t it be smart to have people that want to litigate and who are good at it continue to do it through 

the years and not have that be disadvantageous to them from a career standpoint.) 

65
 Id. at 94. 

66
 Houck testimony pp 89-91. 

67
 Id. 
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mission, the MJLCT community will have to be sized to meet the current caseload and the 

MJLCT officers will also have to perform duties outside military justice.  As the JAG explained 

in an interview to a Panel member: 

The ultimate number of officers that will serve within MJLCT is still being 

determined as [the JAG] considers ways to realign the underlying support 

structures for military justice. In this regard, VADM Houck indicated the need to 

go forward cautiously and incrementally to avoid unintended consequences that 

might negatively impact the quality of military justice within DON. In the end, 

the cadre of MJLCT officers and billets will shrink to appropriately reflect the 

existing military justice caseload that has showed steady decline over the last 

several years. With growing pressure on DON budget and end strength, [the JAG] 

indicated that there was strong incentive to right size the force.  The existing 

paradigm that Navy judge advocates start their careers in military justice will need 

to be changed to a paradigm where new Navy judge advocates are exposed to the 

practice of military justice for some period of time but not all or most start as 

military justice practitioners.  VADM Houck also stated that it is important to 

understand that while the primary function of a MJLCT billet will be military 

justice, it is not the only duties that an officer serving in that billet will perform.
68

 

 

The MJLCT is discussed further in subsection E.3., below, as part of the discussion of 

military justice assignment policies. 

The JAG also advised the Panel that he is considering implementing a separate defense 

command within the U.S. Navy – a Trial Defense Command (TDC) – with a potential 

implementation date of October 2012.  Conceptually, the legal assistance function now 

performed in NLSOs would be transferred to RLSOs.  The TDC would be smaller than the 

current NLSO command structure, and it would be populated by senior litigators and focus 

exclusively on the defense function.  RLSOs would become “the teaching hospitals” for newly 

accessioned judge advocates.  With regard to an eventual TDC, the JAG concluded his testimony 
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to the Panel by stating, “[t]hat‟s under consideration. We have a lot of work to do to flesh that 

out and get it right, but that‟s where we‟re headed.”
69

 

 

3. Marine Corps 

The execution and supervision of the military justice mission in the Marine Corps is 

completely decentralized – carried out by Marine commanders and the judge advocates 

supporting them.  Marine Staff Judge Advocates (SJAs) advise commanders and supervise the 

overall local military justice process.  SJAs work directly for commanders and are part of a 

commander‟s staff. 

In support of commanders and their SJAs, military justice services are provided, in 

garrison, by consolidated legal offices on board major bases and installations, organized as Legal 

Service Support Sections (LSSS) and Joint Law Centers.  Each LSSS or law center serves 

multiple commanders (courts-martial convening authorities) and SJAs aboard their respective 

installations or in their respective regions.  The Marine Corps has three active component LSSSs.  

The LSSS is part of the operational force, and is therefore an organic unit within to their 

respective Marine Logistics Group (MLG).   LSSSs are typically supervised by a senior 

lieutenant colonel judge advocate serving as the Officer-in-Charge.  A fourth LSSS resides 

within Marine Forces Reserve.
70

  Additionally, the Marine Corps has 12 law centers.  Law 
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Centers are part of the supporting establishment, and are therefore organized under the cognizant 

SJA for the respective base or installation commander.  The level of legal services support at 

these law centers varies by mission and local arrangement, but all law centers provide military 

justice services. 

The LSSSs and law centers are responsible for the handling of all aspects of a military 

justice case from the time a request for legal services is submitted by the command through 

service-level post-trial processing and forwarding, if necessary, to NAMARA for appellate 

review. 

 At both LSSSs and law centers, review offices guide cases through the post-trial review 

process.  The review officer provides the initial review of the court-martial proceedings and 

prepares the post-trial documents in support of the SJA, who conducts a second legal review of 

the proceedings prior to making the SJA‟s Recommendation (SJAR) and preparing the 

Convening Authority‟s Action.
72

 

Currently, 133 Marine judge advocates are assigned to billets dedicated solely to military 

justice (46 trial counsel, 48 defense counsel, 11 review officers, 11 appellate counsel, and 17 

military judges).  An additional 79 judge advocates are assigned as SJAs and Deputy SJAs – 

billets that, while not solely dedicated to military justice, include vital pretrial and post-trial roles 

in addition to non-military justice duties.
73

 

In May 2010, the SJA to CMC stood up a Trial Counsel Assistance Program (TCAP) to 

enhance the resources available for Marine prosecutors.  The program is currently staffed with 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
active component requirements (e.g. augmenting an active component LSSS, augmenting a deploying active 
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one field grade and one company grade officer.  In addition to training, TCAP provides resources 

to assist Marine litigators using a number of electronic tools, including a litigation support 

website containing practice advisories, a military justice blog, a motions bank, and other useful 

documents and links.  The JAD recently submitted a proposal to expand TCAP by adding a 

civilian sexual assault and complex litigation specialist and three field-grade Regional Trial 

Counsel (RTC) to provide military justice expertise to prosecutors.  The RTC will provide local 

training, mentoring, and advice and be available to try complex or serious, high profile cases 

upon demand. 

In 1985, the Marine Corps created the Chief Defense Counsel (CDC) of the Marine 

Corps and a separate fitness report chain for defense counsel.  Within this organization, defense 

counsel are supervised by, and receive performance evaluations from, local Senior Defense 

Counsel (SDC) and Regional Defense Counsel (RDC).  The CDC, a Marine colonel, and the 

three lieutenant colonel RDCs provide individual defense counsel with a significant depth of 

military justice experience to meet the mission of defending Marines and Sailors free from 

influence of any commander. 

 

D. Training and Education 

All Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard judge advocates attend the Naval Justice 

School‟s (NJS) Basic Lawyer Course (BLC) in Newport, Rhode Island.  The Basic Lawyer 

Course (BLC) is a ten-week course offered three times per year.  In FY 10, 136 students (Navy, 

Marine Corps, and Coast Guard judge advocates) attended the BLC.
74

  The BLC curriculum 

includes instruction on Criminal Law; Evidence; Trial Advocacy; Procedure; Operational Law; 
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Legal Assistance (e.g., family law, consumer law, estate planning, and immigration); and 

Administrative Law (e.g., administrative separations, ethics/standards of conduct, Freedom of 

Information Act, Privacy Act, JAGMAN investigations, relations with civil authorities, and 

grievances).
75

  Trial Advocacy has received consistent emphasis in the BLC curriculum over the 

years.  Seminars concerning specific skills, such as direct and cross-examinations, are conducted 

as the class progresses, culminating in a mock trial that moves from pretrial motions practice to a 

closing statement in a National Institute for Trial Advocacy (NITA) format.
76

   

The BLC is designed to meet the requirements for basic judge advocate qualification and 

certification as set forth in the UCMJ.  Upon successful completion of the BLC, Navy and 

Marine Corps judge advocates are certified to practice law as a judge advocate, including, 

specifically, as trial and defense counsel.   

Navy and Marine Corps judge advocates are also provided with continuing in-service 

training and education, as well as access to resources for the practice of military justice after 

leaving NJS.  These resources include mentoring and training at local military justice offices, 

opportunities for continuing legal education courses, and advice and support at local and higher 

echelons of command.  Judge advocates often return to NJS from the fleet or attend courses at 

the Army Judge Advocate General‟s Legal Center and School (TJAGLCS) in Charlottesville, 

Virginia, for further training as staff judge advocates and for specialized schooling in trial 
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advocacy, computer crimes, legal assistance, the law of military operations, and prosecuting and 

defending complex cases.
77

 

 

E. Assignment Policies 

1. Trial and Appellate Judiciary 

The JAG has the authority to make assignments of Navy JAGC officers to the trial and 

appellate judiciaries.  Marine Corps assignments are made by Headquarters, Marine Corps 

(Manpower and Reserve Affairs, Officer Assignments) based on the recommendation of the SJA to 

CMC.  Prior to being assigned to either the trial or appellate judiciaries, each officer must be certified 

by the JAG.78  Certification is accomplished through the recommendation of the Judicial Screening 

Board.79  The JAG, in conjunction with the Judicial Screening Board, endeavors to select officers 

who possess a suitable background in military justice, sound judgment, an even temperament, and 

exemplary writing skills for assignment to judicial billets.80  

The Chief Judge, Department of the Navy, makes recommendations to the JAG and the 

SJA to CMC on the billet structure and geographic location of judicial billets.  In close 

coordination with the SJA to CMC regarding Marine Corps judge advocates, the Chief Judge, 

DON serves as the JAG‟s principal advisor on the assignment of military trial and appellate 

judges.
81

  Furthermore, judicial staffing is closely monitored in light of caseload.
82
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2. Appellate Counsel 

Only those officers with previous experience as a trial or defense counsel may be detailed 

to the Criminal Law Division, the Appellate Government Division, or the Appellate Defense 

Division.
83

  Additionally, to enhance productivity of appellate counsel, officers are assigned to 

the Appellate Divisions for a minimum period of three years; the JAG must approve waivers of 

the three-year tour length requirement.
84

 

 

3. U.S. Navy 

It is the policy of the JAG to assign the best and fully qualified judge advocate to every 

military justice billet.
85

  Consideration is given to the volume and complexity of the military 

justice work load and the skill, training, experience, and pay grade of the officer to be assigned.  

New accession judge advocates are primarily assigned to RLSOs and NLSOs.  All accessions are 

considered qualified for such assignments upon successful completion of the NJS Basic Lawyer 

Course.   

As discussed above in subsection C.2., the Navy JAG Corps strategic plan, JAG Corps 

2020, committed to the establishment of “a career track enabling selected judge advocates to 

specialize in military justice litigation.”
86

  The plan anticipated that a cadre of seasoned litigators 

would “improve the quality of military justice litigation by keeping experienced and effective 

counsel in the courtroom, providing expert supervision and mentoring for new counsel, and 

creating a cadre of qualified judge advocates to fill selected billets in the military justice 
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system.”
87

  The program was formally implemented in 2007 with the establishment of the 

Military Justice Litigation Career Track (MJLCT).
88

  The current MJLCT instruction identifies 

52 billets that require assignment of officers who possess the qualifications set out in the 

instruction for a “specialist” or “expert” in litigation.
 89  

These billets, generally aligned with 

geographic areas producing the most courts-martial, include some NLSC commanding officers 

and executive officers, senior trial counsel and defense counsel, as well as certain trial and 

appellate judges.
91

  Specialists and experts are selected through an administrative board process 

and then detailed to these designated billets.
92

  This community within the JAG Corps will have 

to be sized appropriately to meet a declining caseload that is comprised of nearly 50% GCMs.  In 

this environment, where there are limited opportunities to develop litigation skill in less complex 

cases, consolidating litigation is expected to enhance the experience base of these already 

accomplished litigators, maintain their currency, and allow them to serve as mentors for new 

counsel.
93

 

4. Marine Corps 

Historically, the volume of courts-martial in the Marine Corps has far exceeded that of 

the other services.
95

  Over the past ten years, the Marine Corps tried an average of 31% of the 
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total GCM and SPCM caseload in the Department of Defense (DOD).  Even given the recent 

decline in numbers of GCMs and SPCMs, the Marine Corps continued to carry 28% of the 

overall DOD caseload in FY 09.
96

  Accordingly the statutory military justice mission remains the 

primary core practice are for Marine judge advocates.  The preponderance of Marine judge 

advocates will be detailed as either trial counsel or defense counsel, and often both, during their 

first tour in the Corps.   

While Marine judge advocates have the opportunity to try many cases and learn the 

mechanics of courts-martial early in their careers, today‟s Marine judge advocates typically lack 

the opportunity for long-term continuity in trial billets sufficient to truly refine their military 

justice expertise.  One reason for this is the need to meet the demand for legal support during 

combat operations.  Marine judge advocates have been assigned on an ad hoc, but continuous 

basis to temporary duty, for periods of between seven and 13 months, to augment deploying 

Marine Expeditionary Forces (MEF) SJA offices and their subordinate commands (e.g. 

regiments and battalions) in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring 

Freedom (OEF).  While these assignments demonstrate the flexibility of the Marine legal 

services community to effectively task-organize to support combat forces, these billets have been 

sourced primarily from the company grade judge advocates serving in non-deployed LSSSs and 

supporting establishment law centers throughout the Marine Corps, which necessarily included 

many judge advocates serving as trial and defense counsel.  This continuous turnover has 

decreased the amount of time, and continuity of service, for first tour company grade judge 

advocates to gain experience and proficiency in military justice practice.  Continuous rotation of 

personnel within a particular LSSS or law center has the potential to degrade the collective 
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experience base and synergy typically resident, and critical, in a successful law office when new 

counsel practice alongside, and are mentored by, their more experienced peers. 

This trend, coupled with the previously-noted increase in the complexity in the practice 

of law, led the Marine Corps to re-code judge advocate billets in areas in which specialized 

expertise is necessary.  In 2005, the Marine Corps effected a change to the Military Occupational 

Specialty (MOS) Manual to add six additional MOSs for judge advocates, including 4409 – 

Master of Criminal Law.
98

  Judge advocates holding the 4409 MOS have a specialized 

understanding in technical and constitutional areas of criminal law and the UCMJ and serve in 

challenging billets requiring expertise in military and criminal law issues.  There are currently 26 

billets coded for MOS 4409.  These billets are supervisory (e.g., senior trial counsel, military 

justice officer, senior defense counsel, regional defense counsel, military judge) and must be 

filled by military justice experts with a Master of Laws (LL.M.) degree in criminal law or a 

proven history of military justice experience and expertise.  A secondary effect of this re-coding 

is an increased opportunity for judge advocates to receive advanced degrees.   

 

F. Post-Trial Processing of Special and General Courts-Martial 

This review, along with the Department of Defense Inspector General (DODIG) review, 

Evaluation of Post-Trial Reviews of Courts-Martial Within the Department of the Navy,
100

 was 

conducted in the wake of the case of United States v. Foster.
101

  Foster, a Marine Sergeant, was 

convicted of spousal rape, aggravated assault, and communicating a threat, and began serving a 

17 year sentence to confinement on December 3, 1999.  On February 17, 2009, NMCCA 
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overturned the rape conviction based on legal and factual insufficiency.  The Court went on to 

set aside the findings and sentence for the remaining convictions due to errors in the case and 

unacceptable delay, noting that “the delay in this case „is so egregious that tolerating it would 

adversely effect [sic] the public‟s perception of the fairness and integrity of the military justice 

system.‟”
102

 

1. Post-Trial Procedure 

Once a court-martial is adjourned by the military judge, the post-trial process begins with 

the transcription and assembly of the record of trial by the court reporter, review by trial and 

defense counsel, followed by review and authentication of the record of trial by the military 

judge.
103

  The record of trial is then delivered to the convening authority (CA).  Prior to the CA 

taking action on the case, the record is reviewed by the CA‟s SJA, who provides an SJA‟s 

recommendation (SJAR)
104

 to the CA, along with any clemency submissions by the accused or 

counsel.
105

  If the CA‟s action
106

 approves findings and a sentence including at least one year of 

confinement or a punitive discharge, the case is forwarded to NAMARA.
107

  Once at NAMARA, 

the record is reviewed for completeness before being forwarded for docketing at NMCCA.
108

  

Copies of the record are simultaneously provided to the Appellate Government and Appellate 

Defense Divisions. 

2. Post-Trial Due Process Requirements 
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An appellant “has a constitutional right to a timely review guaranteed him under the Due 

Process Clause.”
109

  Military appellate courts have long recognized that appellate review under 

Article 66, UCMJ, “embodies a concomitant right to have that review conducted in a timely 

fashion.”
110

  Speedy post-trial review includes the right to a timely convening authority‟s action 

(CAA), the prompt forwarding of the record of trial to appellate authorities, and reasonably 

timely consideration by military appellate courts.  The Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 

(CAAF) has adopted the four factors set forth in Barker v. Wingo
111

 “for reviewing post-trial 

delay due process claims”:  (1) length of delay; (2) reasons for delay; (3) the appellant‟s demand 

for speedy review; and (4) whether prejudice occurred as a result of the delay.
112

   

In 2006, CAAF decided the case of United States v. Moreno, which mandated a new 

methodology for review of post-trial delay cases.
114

  The Court set forth benchmarks for various 

steps of the post-trial process, violations of which would trigger a presumption of 

unreasonableness.  Post-Moreno, CAAF applies a presumption of unreasonable delay when the 

CAA is not taken within 120 days of a court-martial; when the record of trial is not docketed by 

the service Court of Criminal Appeals within 30 days of the CAA; and when appellate review is 

not completed and a decision is not rendered within 18 months of docketing the case.  If the 

length of the delay is “facially unreasonable,” an appellate court is required to balance the length 

of the delay against the other three factors.
115

  Each factor is weighed and balanced to determine 

if it favors the appellant or the Government, with no single factor being dispositive. 
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A review of the post-trial milestones in the Foster case shows that there were lapses at 

nearly every stage in the post-trial process, at both the service and departmental levels.  Foster 

was sentenced on December 3, 1999.  Two hundred and fifty days later, the military judge 

authenticated the record of trial.  On February 9, 2001, 434 days after completion of the trial, the 

CA took action.  It then took 291 days for the case to be docketed with the NMCCA.   

The NMCCA granted 20 motions for enlargement of time to Foster‟s appellate defense 

attorney before the defense brief was filed on December 19, 2003 (752 days from docketing).  

The Government filed an answer brief on August 16, 2004 (241 days from submission of 

Foster‟s brief).  Foster‟s response was filed on September 10, 2004.  On June 21, 2006 (649 days 

later), Foster filed a Motion for Expedited Review.  On February 17, 2009 – 9 years, 2 months 

and 14 days (3,364 days) after the completion of trial – the NMCCA issued its decision. 

 

G. Remedial Measures and Initiatives 

In the wake of Moreno and Foster, both the Navy and the Marine Corps conducted 

comprehensive assessments of their legal communities.  This section describes some of the 

initiatives each service instituted to correct the deficiencies that led to the failures in the post-trial 

processing mission. 

1. Military Justice Oversight Counsel 

In 2009, the JAG established the Military Justice Oversight Council (MJOC).
117

  The 

MJOC is a flag officer forum for the review of military justice in the Navy and Marine Corps.
118

  

Membership includes the JAG, the Deputy JAG (Commander, NLSC), the SJA to CMC, AJAG 
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for Military Justice, and the Chief Judge, Department of the Navy.
119

  The MJOC meets monthly 

to review structural, resource, and other matters that affect the timely and effective delivery of 

military justice services, and includes review of requirements needed to process the caseload or 

individual cases.
120

  The DODIG Report noted that, as presently established, the MJOC could be 

terminated at any time and successor Navy JAGs might choose not to continue the current 

commitment to military justice oversight.
121

  To remedy this, a provision to formally establish 

the MJOC was included in a draft revision of Secretary of the Navy Instruction (SECNAVINST) 

5430.27C, currently under review.
122

 

2. Chief Judge of the Department of the Navy 

The Chief Judge, Department of the Navy (CJDON) was approved by the Secretary of 

the Navy in December 2007.
123

  Prior to the establishment of this position, Article 66, Uniform 

Code of Military Justice, prohibited the Chief Judge of NMCCA from writing fitness reports on 

other members of the court.
124

  This prohibition had the unintended consequence of inhibiting 

active management of the NMCCA.  Since the CJDON is not a sitting member of NMCCA, the 

Article 66 prohibition no longer represents an impediment to the exercise of supervisory duties 

over the appellate judiciary.  The duties and responsibilities of the CJDON include monitoring 

the productivity and timeliness of the trial and appellate judiciaries and the taking of 

administrative action consistent with the Code of Judicial Conduct as needed to ensure all judges 
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perform their duties in a timely and effective manner.
125

  The CJDON is required to periodically 

report to the JAG any administrative impediment, such as a lack of resources, which might cause 

any case to fail to be processed in accordance with the standards of Unites States v. Moreno. 

3. Annual Report on the State of Military Justice 

On May 4, 2009, in response to the Foster decision, the JAG established a panel 

to conduct a review of the actions, policies, and procedures necessary to ensure the U.S. 

Navy JAG Corps is always able to perform its military justice function in a competent, 

professional manner.  The Report on the State of Military Justice, published on July 1, 

2009, responded to that charter.  This report, however, was limited to the U.S. Navy JAG 

Corps and did not include a review of Marine Corps legal services.  This will now be an 

annual reporting requirement and will be a comprehensive assessment of military justice 

practice across the DON, including the Marine Corps.  The annual report will be provided 

to the Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, and Commandant of the Marine 

Corps.
126

  As the JAG testified on September 1, 2010: 

I think, going forward, the vision would be different for that report, …that it 

would be…a collaborative effort between the two communities, but consistent 

with the JAG‟s responsibility to oversee Article 6, that that report would be 

submitted to the JAG, to the Secretary, to the CNO, and to the Commandant.  But, 

clearly, the SJA to the Commandant would play a very big role, as would the 

Commander, Naval Legal Services Command, in development of that report.
127
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 Id. ¶ 3., at 1-5.  “In the past, limited supervisory authority was asserted as a key problem in addressing less 

productive and less committed judges on the Court, a problem the new Chief Judge position should remedy.”  See 

DODIG Report, supra note X, at  39-40. 
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 Id. at 53.  A draft revision to Secretary of the Navy Instruction 5430.27C, Responsibility of the Judge Advocate 

General of the Navy and the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant for Supervision and Provision of Certain 

Legal Services, currently under review, would institutionalize this annual reporting requirement.  Id. 
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4. Inspections
129

 

In conducting inspections within the Navy, the JAG Inspector General has been directed 

to ensure that a subject matter expert in military justice will participate in every inspection of 

RLSO units, and provide a complete assessment of RLSO performance and compliance with 

statutory and regulatory requirements.
130

  Similarly, appropriate subject matter expertise 

participation will be scheduled for NLSO inspections and approved during the semi-annual IG 

program review.
131

  Additionally, as part of the inspection process, the JAG IG will conduct 

interviews of General and Special Courts-Martial Convening Authorities, SJAs, and members of 

the commands regarding courts-martial process, including the level of NLSC leadership 

involvement and attendance at courts-martial.
132

  To ensure that timelines for processing of 

courts-martial will be met, the JAG IG will also verify the status of the courts-martial tracking 

system at each inspected unit.
133

 

 

The Marine Corps legal community is inspected by two primary means:  the 

Commanding General‟s Inspection Program (CGIP)
134

 and SJA to CMC Inspections.  On May 

15, 2010, an Automatic Inspection Reporting System (AIRS) checklist
135

 for command 
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 One of the primary deficiencies noted by the DODIG was “ineffective inspections, which either did not 

detect/identify post-trial problems, or did not lead to sufficient or lasting corrective actions.”  Id. at 2. 
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 U.S. Dep‟t of Navy, JAG Instr. 5040.1, Uniform Code of Military Justice Article 6 Legal Office Assessments, ¶ 

8.d.(2), at 4 (Jun. 14, 2010), available at http://www.jag.navy.mil/library/instructions/JAG5040_1.pdf. 
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 Id. 
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 Id. ¶ 2. of enclosure (1), at 2.  
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 Id. 
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 U.S. Marine Corps Order 5040.6H, Marine Corps Readiness Inspections and Assessments (Mar. 18, 2007) 

[hereinafter MCO 5040.6H], available at 

http://www.marines.mil/news/publications/Documents/MCO%205040.6H.pdf.  In accordance with MCO 5040.6H, 

Commanders, Marine Forces; Commanding Generals, Marine Expeditionary Forces; Commanding Generals, Major 

Subordinate Commands; Commanding Generals, Marine Corps Installations and Commanding Officers of Marine 

Corps shall design and implement a Commanding General‟s Inspection Program (CGIP) as outlined in NAVMC 

Directive 5040.6H.  Id. ¶ 5.c., at 4. 
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 Command Inspectors General use Automated Inspection Reporting System (AIRS) inspection checklists when 

conducting CGIP inspections.   
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inspection of legal services was formally implemented.
136

  The AIRS checklist addresses each 

functional area within SJA offices, law centers, and LSSSs, including military justice, court 

reporters, and post-trial matters.  Under this program, subject matter experts with the CGIP 

inspect SJA offices, law centers, and LSSSs to ensure compliance with standards and processing 

times.   

Under authority granted by Secretary of the Navy Instruction (SECNAVINST) 5430.27C, 

the SJA to CMC annually visits all Marine Corps installations in order to assess the provision of 

legal services.  While these annual visits had historically included some assessment of the health 

of the provision of legal services at each office, there had been no standardized inspection 

process.  To correct this deficiency, the current SJA to CMC developed uniform information 

requirements for use in these visits which, in conjunction with CGIP inspections, gives 

Commanders and their SJAs a more accurate assessment of legal readiness.
137

 

 

5. Case Tracking 

Since 2006, the Navy JAG Corps has used the Court-Martial Tracking and Information 

System (CMTIS) to track individual U.S. Navy cases from preferral of charges to receipt by 

NAMARA.  In February 2010, the Marine Corps implemented and made mandatory a single 

web-based, Corps-wide case management system (CMS).
138

  CMS tracks court-martial cases in a 

single database from receipt of the Request for Legal Services (RLS) through trial and until the 
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 Message 142126Z MAY 10, MARADMIN 276/10, Headquarters Marine Corps, Subj:  Implementation of 

Command Inspections of SJA Offices, Law Centers and Legal Service Support Section (stating that SJA offices, law 

centers, and LSSSs had not previously been subject to inspection within the CGIP).   
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 U.S. Marine Corps, Marine Corps Legal Services - Strategic Action Plan 2010-2015, 26 (2010) [hereinafter 

SAP], available at 
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case is received at NAMARA.  NAMARA uses CMTIS to track cases from receipt to NMCCA, 

then to archive; NMCCA uses CMTIS to track cases from receipt of the case until it is closed by 

the court‟s action.  

The DODIG Report spends a considerable amount of time evaluating both CMTIS and 

CMS, ultimately concluding that “[a]lthough [CMTIS and CMS] represent progress in recent 

years, Navy and Marine Corps managers and supervisors still do not have the visibility they need 

from automated systems to monitor case progress and timeliness across the post-trial process.”
139

   

Additionally, the DODIG Report noted that: 

The recently-fielded Marine Corps CMS appears to have substantially greater 

potential than the Navy CMTIS.  Specifically, CMS appears to offer better and 

more complete capability for management to maintain visibility over individual 

case processing and status in the field, including post-trial processing in the field.  

However, CMS is still new, relatively untested and has yet to develop all the 

needed capabilities.
140

  

 

Until recently, the DON was working on a unified Navy and Marine Corps criminal 

justice case processing and tracking system – the DON Criminal Justice Information System 

(DONCJIS).  In September 2010, DONCJIS was cancelled due to failure in performance tests 

and funding shortfalls.  Witness testimony to the Panel supported the employment of a single 

system to track all DON cases from cradle to grave.
141

   

The Panel agrees with the goal of a fully-integrated DON military justice case processing 

and tracking system that accurately tracks all phases of a case through the military justice 

process.  In March 2010, the JAG initiated a Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) study to examine 

the current Navy and Marine Corps case tracking systems and to benchmark against case 
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tracking systems used by the federal court, the Air Force, and the Army.  The CNA study is due 

in February 2011 and may assist in identifying possible options for a unified DON system. 

 

6. Electronic Records of Trial 

A related initiative that may provide substantial improvements to the post-trial mission is 

the use of electronic Records of Trial (e-ROT).
142

  A substantial amount of time is required to 

mail or hand-deliver records of trial from office to office during the post-trial phase for purposes 

of review, authentication, clemency, CAA, and, if necessary, appellate review.  The Marine 

Corps has implemented the use of e-ROTs at the Legal Services Support Section at Camp 

Pendleton.  Additionally, the NMCCA has approved a pilot program using these e-ROTs for 

their review of Camp Pendleton cases. 

 

H. The Results 

DON post-trial processing has steadily improved since 2006.  The statistics below 

indicate that the leadership and specific corrective actions of the JAG and SJA to CMC have 

progressively reduced the time needed to process appeals. 

 Due Process 

o Of the 4,876 cases decided after June 10, 2006 (the effective date of U.S. v. 

Moreno), NMCCA granted relief for post-trial delay and prejudice in 108 cases: 

 2006: 48 

 2007: 45 

 2008: 10 
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 The President amended R.C.M. 1104(a)(1) to allow electronic signature of “an electronic record of trial” and 

service of an authenticated electronic record of trial with a means to view it as satisfying the service requirements 

upon the accused and defense. See Exec. Order No. 13468, 73 Fed. Reg. 145 (2008). 
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 2009: 1 (U.S. v. Foster) 

 2010: 0 

o No DON case tried or docketed on appeal after the Moreno effective date has 

required relief by either the NMCCA or the CAAF for unreasonable post-trial 

delay.
 143

 

 Timelines 

o Of the 956 cases that were docketed before but decided after Moreno, 187 cases 

exceeded the 18-month docketing-to-decision guideline: 

 2006: 104 

 2007: 75 

 2008: 8 

 2009: 0 

 2010: 0 

o Of the 3,920 cases docketed and decided by NMCCA after Moreno, only 10 

exceeded the 18-month docketing-to-decision guideline: 

 2007: 1 

 2008: 7 

 2009: 2 

 2010: 0 
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 Letter from CAPT Daniel E. O‟Toole, Chief Judge, Dep‟t of the Navy, to Daniel J. Dell‟Orto, Chairman, 

Independent Review Panel to Study the Judge Advocate of the Dep‟t of the Navy, Ser 05/0024 (Nov. 3, 2010) (on 

file with 506 Panel Staff).   


